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Feature rich V+ Lite 
Touchscreens

Freeze Frame

Allows you to freeze 
the content on the V+ 

Lite screen so that 
others can refer to it 

but for you to carry on 
working on your 

connected device.

Anti-Glare 

Reduces on-screen 
reflection and glare. A 

crisp, vivid screen 
perfect for viewing 
content from any 

corner of the room 
without needing to 

darken it.

Plug and Play

Switch it on and you are 
ready to Go! Front ports 
also make it really easy 

for you to connect 
devices whilst working.

Integrated Speakers 

Integrated audio from 
direct from the 

touchscreen eliminating 
the need to make room 

for or buy separate 
speakers.

300Mbps Built In 
Wireless Network 

Adapter - connect to 
High Speed Wireless 

Routers With Flawless, 
Reliable, Speed and 
Performance. Built-In 
Gigabit Network Port.

Built in Access Point

Every iBT V+ Lite has 
its own built in access 

point so users with their 
own devices can 

connect seamlessly via 
the hotspot that is 

produced.
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Built-in Android and 
Playstore

You can now download 
all your favourite apps 

and use them on a 
large format interactive 
touchscreen making it 
as easy and familiar to 

use as a tablet.

10 point multi-touch 
technology so that 10 
users can interact with 

the screen at once. 
Writing recognition and 
an ergonomic draft pen 

are also included.
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Windows 7 and 10 
Compliant 

Each iBT V+ can 
operate dual operating 
systems - Windows and 

Android making the 
things you do easier; 

and giving you access to 
more resources.

Grade A++ LED 

Providing brighter and 
crisper image quality 

and substantially better 
power consumption. 

iBT utilises the best LED 
technology.

 LED
Grade A++

Ultra Slim Bezel   

With one of the thinnest 
bezels currently on the 
market the iBT V+ Lite 
gives your environment 
a modern clean look.

MoHs Level 7 

Hard durable screen - 
scratch resistant and 

hardwearing, perfect to 
protect your investment 

in the long run and 
making it suitable for a 
multi-user environment.
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True 4k resolution when

you opt for the i65, i75,

i84 or i98

Save money, save electricity

using our affordable low 

power consuming screens

4KX 2K

ULTRA HD

Easy connection to a 

multitude of electronic

equipment including USB

RS232, HDMI, VGA

Smooth, natural writing 

experience because of our

unrivalled tracking rate

Run dual operating systems;

built-in Android, Windows

option & integrated Playstore

Buy with confidence, 

comes with a 6 year 

onsite warranty for 

complete peace of mind

6
Yea

r 

Warranty
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You can enhance the 

functionality of an iBT 

V+ Lite Screen by 

choosing the following add ons: 

+ Integrated PC, additional accessories & software

+ DigiClass+ ProPack + EasyLink or ShareScreen

+ Motion Detection Technology+  Voice Command

Tablet collaboration and interaction Screen casting to share your device content easily

All iBT V+ interactive touchscreens come with 10 point touch toughened 

durable screens perfect for multiple users, a 6 year onsite warranty and a 

whole host of features so you get exceptional value for money.

Built in Android, the option to run Windows, and integrated Playstore for 

access to thousands of apps. True 4K resolution with the i65, i75, i84 and 

i98; with so much detail and depth in the picture that it can almost feel 3D 

at times. The i42 and i55 and i70 come with full 1080p HD. 

The V+ Lite gives you crisp text and bright vibrant colour in a smart space 

saving design; watch high definition content; videos, presentations or 

detailed documents without having to darken the room. 

Intuitive award winning software provides you with a way to interact and 

collaborate like never before and the option to add an integrated i5 Quad 

Core PC module (ProPack) for instant on/off and no trailing wires provides 

you with an all-in-one affordable interactive touchscreen solution.

Having the option to run both Android and Windows and move easily between them means you can really 

make the most of both systems. Use Windows for your day to day operations and Android to take 

advantage of apps that make your sessions really interactive and make full use of the touchscreen interface.

“

“



No need to 
darken the room

Traditional projector system

USES 1010w

V+ LITE FEATURES

Low Power
Consumption

Unsurpassed
Life Cycle

27
YEARS iBT Interactive Touchscreen

USES ONLY 180w

No replacement
bulbs to buy

LOW RUNNING

Significant savings to be made in 

running costs with lower energy

consumption and life cycle

COSTS
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It’s really easy: Android and Windows

Press the home button, 
swipe or use the remote 

to access the Android system 
& get access to Google Playstore apps

Connect a standard Windows PC 
or laptop to use Windows OR 
opt for an integrated PC by 

adding a ProPack to your V+ Lite

Move easily from Android to Windows 
and vice versa via the home button,

screen swipes or the remote control to 
get full advantage of both systems.

Your screen comes with  IWB Pro 

(interactive whiteboard), annotation 

and presentation software with a 

colour pallet, pens, drawing tool, 

shapes and session record feature.

With IWB Pro you can open 

Promethean .flipchart native files 

seamlessly and open and edit Smart 

.notebook files with all their layering 

intact - no need to redo your 

existing resources. For Business users 

IWB Pro integrates into day to day 

operations making tasks easier.

IWB Pro DigiClass VCC Free Digital Signage

DigiClass allows 2 way 

communication so that you can 

interact and collaborate with the iBT 

V+ Lite interactive touchscreen and 

participants devices.

Share your screen with all devices or 

choose which participants you want 

to stream content to. Set the same 

task for all or set individual or group 

tasks easily with a swipe. Allow 

participants to collaborate on 

sessions. Each screen comes with 5 

user Digiclass licences.

VCC Free provides you with a 

interactive whiteboard with pens and 

shapes, perfect for brainstorming 

sessions. 

You can also explore the VCC 

window and might wish to consider 

upgrading to the full version - VCC; 

more than just making one-to-one 

or group video conferencing calls , 

the technology allows you to share 

the blackboard and collaborate and 

annotate documents too. Record 

your collaboration sessions and save 

them for later use. 

Make the most of your screen by 

using the included Digital Signage 

software; create your own templates, 

stream a variety of media, (video, 

images, RSS, text, clock) and 

schedule your content to playback 

whenever you choose. 

Use as an alternative and 

supplementary information source to 

emails and newsletters. Announce 

important up-to-the minute 

information with the horizontal 

scrolling news feed.

And don’t forget, the addition of Google Playstore gives you access to your favourite apps

Buy a V+ Lite Screen . Plug it in

Easy to use 
comprehensive software 

that integrates into 
your day to day work

Every iBT V+ Lite 
comes with


